
Launch/Event Calendar 

• October 28 (Horning #2) 

• November 11 (Horning #2) 

• December 2 Maintenance Day! 

• May 16-20 2018 LDRS 37 (Tripoli 
Central California) 

• May 26-28, 2018 NSL 2018 
(Geneseo, NY) 

• August 4-10 2018 NARAM 60 
(Pueblo, CO) 

 

NOTE: Launch dates are subject to 
change without notice.  Be sure to call 
the “launch hotline” at 517.262.0510 
for the latest weather and field infor-
mation or sign up for the JMRC Notifi-
cation GroupMe chat. 
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Secretary: Rob Dickinson 

Communications: Dan Harrison 

Board of Director: Dale Hodgson 

Board of Director: Bob Dickinson 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
To become a member of the Jackson Model 
Rocketry Club means becoming a part of our 
family.  We have monthly launches and partici-
pate in many educational events.  We encour-
age our members to actively participate in our 
club projects, running for office in our annual 
elections, contributing to our monthly newsletter 
with articles or tips, and offering services to the 
club in their area of expertise.  We have many 
members comprised of children, men, women, 
professionals, lay people, educators and people 
from many other walks of life.  

 

You may fill out an application at a launch or 
request an application from one of our board 
members at scott@sfsmindustries.com and mail 
it along with a check for the annual membership 
dues (17 and under $10.00 or 18 and over 
$30.00) to our mailing address of: 
4788 Moon Lake Rd., Jackson, MI 49201.  

Members enjoy reduced launch fees (for engine 
sizes "F" and higher), participating in club pro-
jects, and meeting an incredible group of posi-
tive people.  

 

 

COMM CHANNELS 
There are several ways to keep in touch with the 
JMRC and it’s members. 

 

Website: http://www.jmrconline.org. Information 
includes directions to launch sites & schedule, 
range procedures, and instructions on how to 
join the club.  

 

Yahoo Group: The JMRC Yahoo group is a 
place to share files and also serves as our pri-
mary e-mail list serv. Follow this link to join, 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jacksonmodelroc
ketryclub 

 

Facebook: If you have a FaceBook account  
search for “Jackson Model Rocket Club JMRC” 
and request to be added. 

 

GroupMe: Our new chat channel for broadcast-
ing notifications instantly using a free download 
client for IOS and Droid as well as by SMS text 
messaging. You can join the notification chat 
after creating a free account and following this 
link, 
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC
1  

FROM THE EDITORS’S RANGE BOX 
Welcome to the October issue of the JMRC 
News. With some luck (and your votes, the 
newsletter will have a new name starting as 
early as next month. The names to choose from 
are listed on page 9. Please have a look and 
email your top three choices to ussmid-
way@gmail.com. 

 

There is also a scale article on page 6. Though 
the Terrier/551 NOTS did not become a mass 
produced sounding rocket, It did garner a fair 
amount of good data for just two rounds fired 
making it an appealing sport scale subject.  

 

I’d like to thank everyone that contributed con-
tent to this issue. Again, I received a lot of great 
flight information for the September launch re-
port from members. In addition, we have great 
articles from Dale Hodgson, and Randy Gilbert.. 
Please keep it up!  

 

There is also a “This Month in Aerospace Histo-
ry” article I penned using NASA archives, It start-
ed out with a monthly list from NASA and then I 
ended up fleshing it out with photos and more 
information. It was fun to write, and I’ll try to 
keep it going.  

 

Again this newsletter is about, for, and from 
JMRC.  Any submission is appreciated from 
photos and tips n tricks, to full blown multi-page 
articles. Nothing is too small or too large. Please 
consider submitting something to share! 

 

Below is a list of articles and other materials that 
we are looking to publish. It doesn’t matter how 
big or small your submission is. We have a 
great, diverse interest in our membership base. 
We cover every aspect of model rocketry, so 
take those photos, write that kit review, send in a 
report on what you’re working on lately… share 
your build stories, send in a rocksim plan.   

 

Request for articles, 

 Product Reviews 

 Build Reports 

 Event Reports 

 Technical or “How-to” articles 

 Photos! 

 Space History 

 Scale Data 

 Sport Plans 

 Competition Plans / Techniques 

 Support Equipment 

 Model Rocket History 

 Certification News 

 Vendor News 

 Tips n Tricks 

 

About JMRC News 
JMRC News  is the official newsletter of the 
Jackson Model Rocket Club (JMRC), Tripoli 
Prefecture 96, NAR Section 620. Published 
Monthly, JMRC News is a space-modeling 
newsletter devoted to representing the diversity 
of interests in today’s hobby of model rocketry.  

This newsletter is in the public domain except 
where otherwise marked. Unmarked articles, 
photographs, and drawings may be re-printed 
elsewhere, but credit to the author and this 
newsletter is expected. Material marked as cop-
yrighted may not be re-printed without the con-
sent of the author. 

The editor of JMRC News accepts material for 
inclusion from anyone. 

 Send correspondence to:  

 Jackson Model Rocket Club 

 Buzz Nau, Editor 

 5170 Reno Rd 

 Manchester, MI 48158 

  

Deadline for submissions to the editor is the 15th 
of the month. Material received after the 15 will 
be published in the next month’s newsletter.  

You can also submit your material or inquiries to 
the editor at ussmidway@gmail.com.  

 

Maintenance Day! 

We will be hosting our annual JMRC equip-
ment maintenance day on 2 December 
2017 at Roger Sadowski’s residence, 4788 
Moon Rd, Napolean, MI.  

 

One of the main reasons JMRC is so suc-
cessful with our launches is that our equip-
ment is top notch. However, during the 
launch season our gear takes a beating 
and at least once a year we like to gather 
volunteers to make quick, easy, and most 
of all, fun work of fixing and cleaning the 
equipment.  

 

Please consider attending for as much time 
as you are able to help insure our 2018 
launch year is a fantastic one. Lunch, 
munchies will be provided as well as a nice 
door prize or two that will given away.  

Hope to see you there! 
 

JMRC CLASSIFIED ADS 

Looking to buy or sell a rocketry related 
item? Contact the JMRC News at ussmid-
way@gmail.com to place a classified ad. 
Ads are free for members. 

On the Cover: 

(top) Video caption of our MIS launch site from 
the September launch courtesy of Herb Crites 

(bottom) A Terrier/551 NOTS Research Probe 
test vehicle 2 ready for launch. USN photo 

mailto:Eagle3@cv41.org�
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SE P T E M B E R SP O RT & NRC LAU N C H—9/11 TR I BU T E 
B U Z Z  N A U  &  J M R C  

Turn out for our September launch was 
nearly as successful as August despite the 
high temps. The low wind made for great 
flights as we racked 121 launches for the 
day, but there was little relief from heat. We 
also flew our second NRC competition 
launch with Trevor Harrison, Michael 
Rangitsch, and the Uncertainty Principle 
Team putting in contest flights. Our monthly 
launches continue to see new faces and 
repeat attendees from just the past few 
months. Lets hope this trend continues! 

 

Our September launch typically include a 
9/11 Tribute where, for one revolution of 
launches,  we load all the pads with patriot-
ic or red, white, & blue rockets. This year’s 
lineup included many cool rockets and 
flights 

 

Highlights: 

Randy Gilbert returned in September with 
his repaired and modified X-37B. In August 
it went unstable during boost and incurred 
some damage on landing. Randy added 
speed brakes to the ruddervators which 
was the fix it needed for a straight boost 

and successful recovery on a C6-3. Randy 
also put up his N20 Demon square rocket 
from New Way also on a C6-3. His Triton 
and Skool Rokket flew on E12-4’s and 
Meaner GREEN on a G64-4 to 559’. Randy 

also put in a sweet flight with his Super 
Goblin on a F40-7 to 743’. Later in the day 
Randy certified a new Level 1 flyer with 
help from Tony Haga and Herb Crites. 

Eldred Pickett burned some serious newton 
seconds putting up a few really nice, big 
flights. First was a LOC Bruiser EXP on a 
Cessaroni J580 Smokey Sam to 903’. The 
flight went great until it landed on the paved 
road and took out a fin. Eldred also put up 
a LOC Magnum on an Aerotech I280 to 

1,338’ and a Pink Flame-n-Go on a H132 
to 889’. According to Eldred, all those new-
ton seconds he burned barely broke the 
waiver if you combined all three flights.  

 

 Herb Crites put up six flights with various 
versions of his Mach Schnell line. His Mach 
Schnell SLK (38mm) flew twice on  an Aer-
otech F52-7. First flight was straight and 
true, but the second arced over into the 
soybean field. It was found after a 45 mi-
nute search. Post flight inspection revealed 
the nozzle had canted after clearing the rail 
most likely due to an ill fitting paper liner,  

 

“Lesson learned…do a trial fit up of the 
motor’s components BEFORE assembly 
and trim or sand them appropriately.  On 
AeroTech’s Hobby Line motors, the noz-
zle’s fore end is held in place by only the 
paper liner, and if it’s too tight a fit, bad 
things might happen when that cardboard 
burns away in one spot.  One turn of ten-
sion is about all that’s needed to compress 
and seal the AT 29/40-120 case’s O-
rings.  Any more turns than that to fully seat 
the aft closure demands investigation.—
Herb” 

 

 

 

P H O T O S  B Y  B U Z Z  N A U  U N L E S S  O T H E R W I S E  N O T E D  

Mach Schnell—Rosemary Barbera Photo 

X-37B Scratch Built 

Randy Gilbert Photo 

Super Goblin—Randy Gilbert Photo 

Eldred Pickett’s Bruiser EXP 
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He also flew his Mach Schnell SL (38mm) 
on an Aerotech G75-10 to 1,843’, his Mach 
Schnell HL-e II (38mm) with an Aerotech 
G80-14 to 1,242’ that included a rather  
robust main charge. Blow it out or blow it 
up Herb! 

 

Rounding out his launches were two flights 
on his Mach Schnell SLK 54, first on an 
Aerotech H238-10 to 787’ and finally with 
an Aerotech H550-14 to 2,052’ Terrific 
flights Herb! 

 

Dale Hodgson was the first one of us to 
take an Estes Flip-Flyer and tether the two 
parts together rather than having to chase 
two parts. It’s also contest legal. Usually 
this puts in a nice flight, but weak rubber 
bands marred the recovery on his flight. 
Regardless, it landed without damage.  

 

Dale also tried his Semroc Hawk on it’s 
first flight. The trim was a bit hot, but Dale’s 
working on dialing it in. He also put up his 
US BAF on a C6-5 for the 9/11 Tribute 
launch.  

 

Dale brought his Apogee Aspire back for 
another try after the unstable flight in Au-
gust. This time is was a perfect flight. A 
core C6-5 and two B6-0 strop-ons that flell 
away after burnout.  

  

Finally Dale drag raced Fred Zeigler with 
upscale Mosquitos. Dale’s was a 2.5 up-
scale on an E24-4. Fred  flew an Estes 
Mega Mosquito on an Aerotech E30 for the 
drag race.  

Fred also flew his recovered Wildman kit 
on a Cessaroni G71 for the 9/11 Tribute 
launch. Dan Harrison recovered the rocket 
from the woods a few weeks ago during his 
rocket finding expedition where he recov-
ered many rockets, some that had been 
lost for years!  

 

Dave Glover and his daughter Sarah put 
up several flights each. Sarah tried an Es-
tes Dark Silver on a C6-3, but it resulted 
ina rather sluggish boost and low recovery. 
She followed that up with two flights using 
Aerotech D21-7, which worked much bet-
ter. Sarah also launched a Quest Planet 
Probe saucer on a C6-0. The previous 
month it launched and blew out the nozzle, 
shooting from flame from both ends. This 
time it flew great.  

 

Dave spent most of the morning prepping 
an Apogee Stratus Gale rocket glider. 
Rocket gliders differ from boost gliders in 
that everything that goes up glides back 
together. Boost gliders are allowed to jetti-
son their power source, making them light-
er and perform better. Rocket gliders re-
quire some mechanism to transition from 
boost to glide and are much more difficult 
to build and perform boost and glide well 
together.  

 

The Stratus Gale uses what is called a 
slide wing. The wing is mounted so it can 
travel back and forth along the fuselage. 
For boost, it is tied back near the tail allow-
ing it boost straight. At ejection, the tie 
back string is burned permitting a rubber 
band to pull the wing forward, allowing the 
model to transition into a glide.  

Unfortunately, Dave’s tie back string failed 
during boost and the model pranged hard 
damaging the motor tube section. Dave 
explained that he really liked the build and 
will be giving it another go, 

 

Other flights from Dave included a Custom 
Rockets Redliner on an Aerotech D21-7 
and streamer recovery. It also carried a 
Jolly logic 2 altimeter for a recorded alti-
tude of 1,829’. 

 

Next was Dave’s Aerotech Barracuda on 
an Aerotech G118-10 carrying a Jolly Logic 
Chute Release and HD video camera to 
2,972’. The shock cord wrapped around 
the cute preventing the chute from deploy-
ing when the CR released it. One fin 
cracked and can easily be repaired. 

 

Finally, Dave flew his Quest Quad Runner 
on squirrely flight with four C6-7’s. The CR 
did not release at all this time making Dave 
wonder if he remembered to turn it on. The 
Jolly Logic 2 recorded an altitude of 911’ 
and again, Dave has a cracked fin to repair 
due to the failed recovery system. (If you 
check the photo, one motor did not light 
with the others and would explain the errat-
ic flight—Ed) 

In addition to running the contest and put-
ting in a few glider flights, Buzz also flew 
his scratch built Super Big Bertha on a 
Cessaroni E22-6 as well as his Semroc 
Squire and Cox Shuttle America for the 
9/11 Tribute. There was a Sky Dart flight 
snuck in there somewhere…. Always is. 

Dale Hodgson’s Flip-Flyer 

Fred Ziegler’s 9/11 Tribute Flight 

Dave Glover’s Quad Runner 
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Other 9/11 Tribute flights included Al  de-
laIglesia’s Estes National Aerospace 
Plane, Mark Chrumka’s Estes Trident II, 
and many more. 

Competition Flights: 

Trevor put in one 1/2A parachute duration 
flight as he trains for the World Champion-
ships next year. He had a bit of a deploy-
ment issue with the chute barely deploying 

and also the model tipped off on boost, but 
still managed 21 seconds in the still air. Al 
delaIglesia put in two respectable 1/2A PD 
flights of 78 and 176 seconds for the Un-
certainty Principle team.  

There was one A Payload Altitude flight 
flown by Michael Rangitsch to 93 meters. 
Michael also flew two nice A streamer du-

ration flights of 57 and 77 seconds. Al tried 
using some new streamer material which 
wasn’t up to the stress of ejections. Both 
flights shredded the streamers off.  

 

Michael flew A helicopter duration twice. 
He got 51 seconds on his first flight, but 
dq,d the second when the rotors failed to 
deploy. Mark Chrumka of Uncertainty Prin-
ciple put up flights of 31 and 107 seconds 
as the air was hit and miss all day.  

In 1/2A boost glide duration Michael flew 
his Edmonds Ivee to 41 and 28 seconds. 
Buzz Nau of Uncertainty Principle flew a 
new design and netted times of 79 and 37 
seconds.  

Speaking of hit and miss air. Later in the 
day Buzz flew one of his new gliders for a 
“test flight” to check the trim. After timing it 
for over four minutes he began to lose 
sight of it as it continued going up in a ther-
mal. Too bad that wasn’t an official flight.  

 

If you’re interested in trying competition 
stop by and talk to any of  contest fliers. 
We would be more than happy to answer 
your questions and help you get started. 
Beginning next month I will be have con-
test primers in the Competition Corner col-
umn of the newsletter. You can also shoot 
me an email if you have questions. 

 

As always, many thanks for those that 
show up early for set up and stick it out in 
the end to help with tear down. Thanks to 
Pinkie for the great eats at the JMRC Café. 
She always does a great job keeping us 
fed and 
hydrat-
ed. Al-
so, 
thanks 
to Mike 
Jacobs 
for all 
his ma-
terial 
dona-
tions 
and 
awe-
some 
donuts 
for all to 
enjoy!  

Randy Gilbert Photo 

Al delaIglesia’s National Space Plane 

Trevor Harrison preps his 1/2 PD model 

Michael Rangitsch’s Ivee BG 

Rick Sharp, Tony Haga, and Roger Sadowsky take refuge from the heat  
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Terrier/551 NOTS Research Probe 
Buzz Nau 

Scale Data 

The Terrier/551 NOTS was a two stage 
sounding rocket proposal developed by the 
Naval Ordnance Test Station (NOTS) at 
China Lake, CA. It originated from a project 
requested in February 1962 by the Bureau 
of Naval Weapons to determine initial re-
quirements and to develop a design for a 
ship launched probe for fleet support.  

 

Because it was to be utilized at sea the 
vehicle had to conform to existing ship 
launch capabilities. It also needed to be 
compatible with shipboard launchers, stor-
age magazines, and possibly use existing 
fleet missile components. It was also re-
quired to loft a 50 pound payload to 482 
kilometers.  

 

Given the three existing shipboard missile 
systems in use at the time (Tartar, Terrier, 
and Talos), it was determined early that the 
two stage Terrier and it’s Mk12 booster, 
would best meet the requirement goals. 
NOTS was then tasked with developing the 
upper stage probe vehicle.  

 

Several diameters were considered before 
settling on the Terrier’s 13.5”. This would 
be compatible with all existing Terrier sup-
port equipment eliminating the necessity to 
create new or modify current equipment. It 
was also determined that the BT-3 Terrier 
booster fins would be capable of maintain-
ing stabilized flight with a 13.5” diameter 
sustainer.   

 

It was during the propulsion and prelimi-
nary design studies when the parallel stud-
ies of a fleet tactical probe mission deter-
mined the task was unnecessary due to the 
continued development of military satel-
lites. However, it was also decided to con-
tinue development of the vehicle as a sci-
entific sounding rocket. If the need for a 
tactical probe returned the vehicle could be 
used in that role with slight modifications.   

 

The final vehicle design was designated 
NOTS Mod 551. The motor was developed 
by NOTS specifically for this vehicle. A 10” 
long, 16” diameter skirt was added to the 
motor. The dual purpose of the skirt al-
lowed a high area ratio nozzle resulting in a 
higher produced ISP and it also increased 
the stability margin at high mach numbers.  

 

The interstage adapter attaches the 18” 
diameter Mk12 booster to the 13.5” diame-
ter NOTS 551. Upon stage separation, the 

adapter remains attached to the sustainer 
during coast and separates at second 
stage ignition.  

 

 As mentioned earlier, the booster used 
standard, unmodified BT-3 Terrier fins. The 
second stage fins were a wedge delta plan-

form modified to match the flare skirt. Two 
right angles were used to mount each fin to 
the skirt. Since the vehicle was not actively 
guided, the fins were canted to produce a 
stabilizing spin   

 
 

Artist Conception of a Terrier/551 on a ship-board Mk-10 Launcher 

Terrier/551 Test Vehicle 1 on a Mk-26 Launcher—USN photo 
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Terrier/551 NOTS Research Probe 
Buzz Nau 

Scale Data 

First Test Flight: 

The first test flight occurred on 20 October 
1965 from San Nicolas Island, CA. Primary 
objectives included stability, second stage 
ignition and performance, stage separation 
and payload separation. The test payload 
weighed 75 pounds.  

 

Ignition and first stage performance ap-
peared nominal, but the second stage mo-
tor did not appear to ignite as planned. 
During booster separation, an object was 
observed to have fallen from the vehicle. 
The sustainer continued on a wobbly ballis-
tic path and the motor appeared to have 
ignited 100 seconds after launch. Cameras 
lost track of the vehicle prior to booster 
separation, but one reacquired it a few sec-
onds later. All four sustainer fins were still 
attached though the payload section had 
already departed due to structural failure 
from lateral forces. An unsymmetrical flame 
was observed coming from the sustainer. 
The size and shape was indicative of a 
blown nozzle.   

 

Post flight evaluation of all available physi-
cal and flight test data determined the likely 
cause of failure was the cracking of the 
interstage adapter. Two other failure 
modes were investigated and considered 
as secondary causes. They were booster 
fin failure and partial hang-up of the boost-

er during staging sepa-
ration.   

 

Due to the investiga-
tion one vehicle 
change was made and 
several component 
checks performed prior 
to the second test 
flight. The change was 
switching from an alu-
minum interstage tran-
sition piece to steel. 
Addition checks includ-
ed verifying interstage 
adapter dimensions 
and x-raying the boost-
er fins for cracks.  

 

Second Test Flight: 

The second and final 
test flight took place on 
2 August 1966 from 
San Nicolas Island, 
CA. Test objectives 
were identical to flight 
one with the exception 
of payload separation 
which was not to be 
attempted and the 
payload weight which 
was 132.5 pounds. All test objectives were 
met successfully and the payload reached 

a maximum altitude of 443 kilometers. The 
altitude reached was a disappointment and 
was not felt to be indicative of the true ca-
pability of the vehicle.  

 

A post study was performed to investigate 
areas for performance improvement. Based 
on the many changes proposed it was esti-
mated that a 100 pound payload could be 
lofted to 550 kilometers. Single vehicle cost 
with the performance increases were esti-
mated at $33,700 (1966).  

 

The Naval Ordnance Test Station success-
fully developed a sounding rocket from an 
original requirement that was no longer 
valid in just two test flights. Despite it’s suc-
cess, no further test flights or development 
was performed by NOTS on the Terri-
er/551. The role for a fleet tactical probe 
never materialized and the Terrier/551 be-
came a bookmark in Naval missile history.      
 

 

 

Test Vehicle 1 in the ready launch position—USN photo 

Test Vehicle 2 under assembly—USN photo 
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View From The Flight Line 

HINDSIGHT IS  ALWAYS 20/20 
D A L E  H O D G S O N   

It’s been 10 years since I’ve gotten my L3. 
Given what the requirements are I’ve al-
ways considered it to be one of my best 
achievements. Hard work and quite the 
learning experience. Since then I’ve flown a 
lot of different projects; some really well…
others not so much. After all, it’s only rock-
etry, right? Some folks may ask what’s 
after an L3?  Nothing more to do, right? 
Wrong…there is plenty to do.  

 

One thing I have learned, and learned very 
recently is to never, ever forget where you 
came from. I started out building Estes 
rockets in the late 60’s…..fascinating stuff 
as a kid. I learned a ton of things about 
designing and flying simply by doing. Once 

I got into the higher power rockets my low 
power went by the wayside a little bit. In 
looking for new and different things to try I 
decided to revisit my roots and try some 
competition stuff….never did it before and 
besides, it should be a breeze, or so I 
thought. So last year I entered the first Iron 
Man contest that Steve Kristal and Buzz 
put together.  

 

The contest consisted of one simple task. 
Build a two stage rocket to last three flights 
using provided motors….18mm ½ A. Seri-
ously? I make igniters and ejection charges 
bigger than that. This should be easy. The 
three flights were simple enough…one was 
streamer duration, one highest recorded 
altitude and the third closest to a target. 
Again….no brainers, or so I thought. After 
all, I fly M motors, how hard could these 
toys be?  

 

My first flight was decent…closest to the 
target. Although it wasn’t so close…I didn’t 
judge the wind correctly so I was a good 40 
feet away. Second flight….streamer dura-
tion. Loaded the rocket on the pad expect-
ing the best; feeling very confident. Boost 
was perfect sustainer didn’t light; the thing 
came back in straight. What could have 
gone wrong? Motor failure? After all, they 
were old motors. Nope….flyer error…and 
one that is unbelievably fundamental. I had 
transposed motors….booster motor in the 
sustainer, sustainer motor in the booster.  

 

Talk about taking one on the chin…after all, 
I’m an L3…these things don’t happen. Oh 
yes, they do! Very humbling and after re-
ceiving some well-deserved good natured 
ribbing from the group something dawned 
upon me. Three simple words really……

remember…the….fundamentals. It’s that 
simple. No matter how complex we can 
make projects it is always good to return to 
our roots and remember where we came 
from. After all, the foundation that was laid 
many years ago needs to be revisited and 
renewed every so often.  

 

And oh yes, there was supposed to be a 
third flight…it didn’t happen. Too much 
damage! So, tail between my legs I took 
the parts home and actually rebuilt the 
rocket. It is sitting on my bench waiting for 
the day I decide to come back and fly 
it….just so I can prove to myself I actually 
can. 

Dale 

Here is a list of newsletter name suggestions. To 
place your vote please send your top three picks  
to ussmidway@gmail.com. I will compile the 
results and announce the new name next month 
and if your entry is chosen you will win an Estes 
D Region Tomahawk!  

Thanks for all the submissions 

 

 

Entries (Vote for Three) 
JMRC Ignitor 
View From Above 
Thrust 
The Jackwagon 
The Miller Charge 
Total Impulse 
Angle of Attack 
Trajectory 
Launch Tower 
Relayer 
Skywriter 

Name the Newsletter Contest! 
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Maxi Sark 4.18 Upscale 
Buzz Nau 

Sport Plan 

Upscaling favorite classic kits from years 
gone past has been a popular sub-genre of 
model rocketry for some time. There is 
something about building larger versions of 
“blasts from the past”  that is very appeal-
ing to me and many others.  

 

I’m always looking for opportunities to up-
scale something fun. My Level 1 project 
was a 4” diameter Blue Bird Zero and my 
Level 2 was a 4” diameter Marauder. Back 
in the early 90’s, HUVARS (Huron Valley 
Rocket Society) hosted a fun upscale con-
test as the art of upscale was sweeping 
through the club. At any JMRC launch 
you’ll see several upscales up and down 
the flight line including the popular 220 
Swift and Fat Boy.  

 

Some years ago, I fell into procession of a 
case of LOC 54mm tubes and some nose 
cones. I’ve used up some of the stock on 
sport models as well as an upscale Star 
Blazer. Recently I was inspired to build 
another upscale with that stock. While look-
ing through some of my built kits to fly for 
an upcoming launch and looked over my 
Estes Sark. The original Sark is BT-5 
based and was available from 1981 to 
1982. That’s a relatively short period of 
time for a kit. While it’s a neat looking de-
sign, I rarely fly BT-5 based rockets any-
more. The motor selection is small and 
they just disappear off the pad. I’m one that 
really enjoys watching the whole flight of a 

rocket. Sure, high impulse motors are fun 
on occasion (Try out an F240 sometime), 
but low and slow is how I usually like them. 
So, I made a note to sim out a 54mm Sark 
and see what an upscale version would 
look like.  

  

Using RockSim or OpenRocket allows you 
to knock out a boiler plate sim quick and 
easy.  The scale turns out to be 4.18 from 
Estes BT-5 to LOC BT-2.26. Using that 
factor it’s a breeze to sketch out the design 
and check for stability. Even with the large 
fins mounted up the body tube a ways, it is 
surprising over stable. With a Cesseroni 
G88 it is nearly 5 calibers stable.  

 

Construction was straight forward. The 
body tube length is 43” so it required a two 
piece assembly. In the past I would have 
used the upper tube to facilitate an ebay for 
dual deployment, but with the advent of the 
Jolly Logic Chute Release, I was able to 
save the weight on this particular rocket. I 
also used “not for aircraft use” 1/8” ply-
wood. I found it at a local hardware store 
where I purchase most of my wood for 
rockets. It’s not quite up to FAA specs 
hence the labeling, but for mid power rock-
ets it’s perfectly fine and it’s much much 
cheaper than aircraft grade plywood. All 
fins are through-the-wall. The motor tube is 

29mm and an Estes 29mm retainer was 
added to the mount.  

 

With the construction complete it was time 
to paint and print decals. The original de-
sign has a splatter red decal wrap which I 
used on my original kit, but for the upscale 
I just made a red band below the red nose 
cone and added a silver wrap below that. I 
know there are many purist out there that 
feel kits need to be made exactly as they 
appear in catalogs. I tend to believe the 
original designers proposed their finishing 
instructions as guidelines or suggestions 
and would enjoy seeing a variety of finish-
ing schemes. 

 

The decals ended up taking the most time 
in this project. There was a scan of the 
decal on-line, but it was less than crisp and 
in the end I pretty much recreated the de-
cals in Photoshop. The fin decals are only 
applied on one side, so I also printed 
NASA “meatball” logos for the opposite 
sides of the fins. They conflict with the 
NASA “worm” logo, but as I said, I don’t 
mind mixing things up when finishing a 
model. The decals were printed on laser 
decal paper, so no clear overcoat was re-
quired. 
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The Maxi Sark has flown once at Crap-
Shoot IV (2017). Rocksim predicted 817’ 
on a Cessaroni G88 Smokey Sam with a 
delay of 6 seconds. That seemed pretty 
accurate to the actual flight. The powered 
portion of the boost was arrow straight with 
a slight weather cock after burn out. Ejec-
tion was just a touch long and the Jolly 
Logic CR deployed right at 300’.  

 

This was a very enjoyable build that came 
out looking better than I imagined. I really 
like the addition of the NASA meatballs as 
well. Below is a link to a pdf file that in-
cludes this article, fin templates, and full 
size decals for those interested in building 
their own. 

 

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~buzznau/
pdf/maxi_sark.pdf 

Cassini Grand Finale 
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20+ Things You Need 
Randy Gilbert 

Range Box 

1: Spring-pinch Clothespins 
a.Great for aligning two stage fins. 
b.Helpful for gluing things. 
c.Available at craft stores. 

2: Cotton Swabs (Q-Tips) 
a.Get glue into those hard to reach places. 
b.Strip off some (or most) of the cotton for finer glue control. 
c.Use to apply paint for post-flight cosmetic repairs. 

3: Sponge Sanding Blocks 
a.These are the single greatest innovation since sandpaper itself! 
b.Multiple grits, 100 – 1000. 
c.Easy to clean (reusable) with a vegetable brush and soapy water. 
d.Available at hardware and automotive stores. 

4: Wooden Coffee Stirrers (popsicle sticks) 
Great for stirring epoxy. 
Applying glue in hard to reach places. 
Use them to fill small construction gaps. 
Available at craft stores. 

5: Small Putty Knife 
a.Use this to apply wood filler to construction gaps. 
b.Use for smearing wood filler or putty into body tube grooves. 

6: Snap Swivels (in multiple sizes) 
a.At least four sizes: 
b.Size 5 – smallest model rockets. 
c.Size 7 – medium model rockets. 
d.Size 10 – large model rockets. 
e.275 lb. test – mid-power (F-H) rockets. 

7: Modeling Clay 
a.Perfect for nose weight to move CG forward in rockets. 
b.Balancing gliders. 

8: Reinforcement Labels (Avery 5729) 
a.Repair shroud line tear-throughs on your parachutes by applying 
one of these rings on both sides of the parachute material and then 
tying the shroud line through it. 
b.Get them at your office supply store. 

9: Dowels 
a.Once you have an assortment of dowels from 1/8 to 3/8 inch in 
varying lengths, you’ll wonder how you ever built rockets without 
them. 
b.Dress up that sport-scale or sci-fi/fantasy rocket with dowels on the 
fin tips. 
c.[Tip] Chuck the dowel, cut to length, in your power drill and sand the 
tip to a nice round or a pointier end. 
d.Use the dowels for launch lug standoffs. 
e.Use the longer, thicker dowels as extensions for brushes to get the 
glue inside the body tube where you want it. 

10: Small Spray Bottle 
a.The secret to successful decal placing. 
b.Put one drop of dishwashing detergent into the bottle full of water 
and stir (you’re not trying to make suds). 
c.Wet the area you’re going to apply the decal to by spraying liberally 
before applying the decal. 

11: Spent Rocket Motor Casings - There are too many uses I can’t list 
them all here, but here goes: 

a.Spacing thrust rings in motor mount tubes. 
b.Cut them into short lengths and you can use them for thrust rings. 
c.Spent motor casings make good motor adapters: 
d.Use 18mm casing for 13mm motors in small, light rockets (easily 
powered by an A motor).  
e.Use 24mm casing for 18mm motors in rockets that are smaller and 
lighter (easily powered by a C motor). 
f.Glue them to wooden plaques (found at places like Hobby Lobby, 
Michael’s, etc.) to make great looking rocket display stands. 

12: Nail Polish Remover (Acetone) 
a.First, be careful with this stuff!  It will melt certain plastics and nylon. 
b.Cheaper from your drugstore in the cosmetics (nail care) aisle as 
Nail Polish Remover. 
c.Cleans oil based (Testor’s) enamel from brushes. 
d.Will un-stick your fingers from the project or each other if you’ve 
accidentally stuck them together with CA (super glue) of any kind. 

13: Launch Lugs (in multiple sizes) - They’re not just for launch rods! 
a.Glue them into the fin/body joints for extra strength. 
b.Glue them to the tips of fins to add cannons to your sci-fi home-
brew or kitbash. 
c.Glue a dowel into them to change the size of the cannons (see 
Dowels, #9). 
d.Having trouble with that big rocket getting off the pad due to launch 
lug hangups (rod hang), switch to the next larger launch lug by care-
fully cutting away the current lug and gluing the larger lug into its 
place. 

14: Chrome Mylar Tape 
a.For decorative purposes and covering up those not so perfect paint 
lines. 
b.Available at automotive parts stores as well as hobby shops. 

15: Painter’s Tape (in multiple widths) 
a.If you don’t have lots of this around you’re not being creative with 
your paint jobs! 

16: Emery Boards (in multiple grits) 
a.Available in familiar grits, sometimes two grits per stick. Get them at 
your local Mart or drugstore in the cosmetics (nail care) aisle. 

17: Vinyl Tablecloth Covers/Mylar Gift Wrap 
a.The perfect material for cutting of large parachutes and long-wide 
streamers.  It comes in a wide array of colors and prints. 
b.Found at your local craft/big box store. 

18: Disposable Brushes 
a.1 inch wide foam brushes for applying finish epoxy (30 minute) to 
large fin surfaces. 
b.3/8 inch wide for smearing glue or epoxy around the inside of body 
tubes to secure motor mounts and centering rings. 
c.Attach the brush to a long dowel with masking tape and put the glue 
where you need it, smeared around the forward tube/centering ring/
motor mount joint. 

19: Estes Alignment Guides 
A. Tube cutting Guides (2315). 

i. These snug fit around the body tube to provide a secure surface 
against which to position your hobby blade.  A few turns with mod-
erate pressure on your blade and you’ll have a clean cut tube. 

B. Fin Alignment Guide (2231). 
i.Like having an extra set of hands! 
ii.Usable for 3, 4, 6, and 8 finned rockets and 2 finned, winged 
rockets. 
iii.Good for rockets using 13, 18, and 24mm motor mounts. 

C. Tube Marking Guide (2227). 
i.The oldest and most used of Estes jigs. 
ii.3 and 4 fin marking guides for BT-5 through BT-80 tubes. 
iii.The ruler guide will help you draw straight lines on the body tube. 

D. Ultimate Tube Marking Guide (2228). 
i.Sturdy plastic guide ensures straight fin lines for BT-5 through BT-
80 tubes. 

20: Balsa Scraps 
a.From just one kit you’ll probably have enough extra balsa to make 
fins for that next mini-rocket. 
b.Scraps are handy for launch lug standoffs and creating exterior 
detail on your sport-scale or sci-fi/fantasy rocket, like cable tunnels or 
finlets. 

21: Elmer’s Carpenter’s Wood Filler 
a.The inexpensive, no-smell alternative to hobby shop sanding sealer. 
b.Dilute a tablespoonful of Carpenter’s Wood Filler with a little water 
until you get a brushing consistency (Plastic forks are particularly 
good for mixing this.). 
c.Brush on liberally, allow to dry, and sand until smooth (Sanding is 
best done outside or in the garage, lest your mom, wife, significant 
other protest your dust.). 
d.Some complain that the water based filler warps fins.  My answer is 
glue the fins to the rocket before you fill them and fill coat both sides 
at once.  I have never had a warping problem. 
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135 years ago – 1882 

October 5: Robert H. Goddard is born in 
Worcester, MA. Dr. Goddard is regarded 
as the pioneer of American Rocketry and 
liquid fuel propulsion.  

75 years ago – 1942 

October 3: The first successful V-2 flight is 
launched from Peenemunde Germany 

60 years ago— 1957 

October 4: The first earth satellite, Sputnik 
1, is launched from Baikonur, USSR mark-
ing the dawn of the space age. Roughly 
23” in diameter and weighing less than 190 
pounds, it orbited the Earth every 98 

minutes. 

October 11: The first successful flight of 
the Thor IRBM at Cape Canaveral, FL. It’s 
service life as an intermediate range ballis-
tic missile was relatively short, however, it 
did continue to serve as a very effective 
satellite launch vehicle.  

55 years ago – 1962 

October 2: 
Explorer 14 
is launched 
atop a Thor 
Delta rocket 
at Cape 
Canaveral, 
FL. It’s pri-
mary goal 
was to 
study 
charged 
particles 
and mag-
netic fields 
in the mag-
netosphere. 

October 3: Mercury Atlas 8, Sigma 7 is 
launched with astronaut Wally Schirra from 
Cape Canaveral, FL. His flight lasted 9 
hours and 13 minutes, completing six or-
bits and was considered a textbook flight. 
Sigma, referencing engineering precision 
accurately describes the performance of 
Sigma 7. 

October 18: Ranger 5 is launched aboard 
an Atlas Agena from Cape Canaveral, FL. 
NASA’s 3rd attempt to land a spacecraft on 
the moon. It was to collect data on inter-
planetary space, photograph the lunar sur-
face, in addition to crashing into the moon. 
Malfunctioning batteries caused them to 
drain in 8 hours rendering the spacecraft 
inoperable. It missed the moon by 450 
miles 

 

 

 

 

 

This Month In Aerospace History 
Buzz Nau 

Space History 

Source—NASA Archives 
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October 22: Explorer 15 is launched atop a 
Thor Delta from Cape Canaveral, FL. Its 
primary goal was to study an enhanced 
radiation belt created by the Starfish high 
altitude nuclear tests.   

 

50 years ago 
– 1967 

October 3: 
Pete Knight 
sets the rec-
ord for fastest 
X-15 flight 
from Dryden 
Flight Re-
search Cen-
ter, CA. He 
attained a 
speed of 
4,520 mph or 
Mach 6.7 

 

October 9, 11: Lunar Orbiters 3 and 2 re-
spectively are intentionally crashed on the 
moon after taking photos of the lunar sur-
face in preparation for the manned moon 
landings. 

 

October 18: Venera 4 makes descent on 
Venus. 
Suspend-
ed by 
para-
chute, it 
transmit-
ted data 
for 93 
minutes 
before 
being 
crushed 
by high 
pressures 
27 kilo-
meters 
above the 
surface. 

 

 October 18: OSO 4 is launched aboard a 
Thor Delta from Cape Canaveral, FL. The 

objectives of this satellite were to perform 
solar physics experiments above the at-
mosphere during a complete solar cycle 
and to map the entire celestial sphere for 
direction and intensity of UV light, X-ray, 
and gamma radiation. 

 

45 years ago – 1972 

October 15: NOAA 2/Oscar 6 launched by 
a Delta from Vandenberg AFB, CA.  Oscar 
6 was a small communications satellite for 
use by amateur radio operators.  

 

October 27: The Mariner 9 mission ends as 
its attitude control fuel is exhausted. Mari-
ner 9 was the first spacecraft to orbit Mars 
narrowly beating the Soviet Mars 2 vehicle. 
During its mission, Mariner 9 mapped 85% 
of the red planet’s surface.  

 

40 years ago – 1977 

October 9: Soyuz 25 is launched from Bai-
konur Cosmodrome. Its main task was a 
ferry flight to Salyut-6. It failed to dock and 
returned early. 

 

October 22: ISEE (International Sun-Earth 
Explorer) 1 & 2 launched aboard a Delta 
2000 rocket from Cape Canaveral, FL. 
Their main mission was to explore Earth's 
magnetosphere with instruments that 
measured energetic particles, plasma, 
waves and fields.  

 

35 years ago – 1982 

October 30: First use of the Titan 34D used 
to launch DSCS (Defense Satellite Com-

munications Systems) II & III from Cape 
Canaveral, FL.  

 

25 years ago – 1992 

October 22: Space Shuttle Columbia (STS-
52) is launched from 
Kennedy Space Center. 
During the mission, it 
deployed LAGEOS II, a 
joint US Italian project. 
Mission duration: 9 
days, 20 hours. 

 

20 years ago – 1997 

October 15: Cassini/Huygens spacecraft is 
launched aboard a USAF Titan IVB/
Centaur launch vehicle from Cape Canav-
eral, FL to observe Saturn. Arguably one of 
the most successful US planetary space-
craft. It traveled 4.9 billion km, discovered 6 
new moons, completed 294 orbits, and 
took 453,048 images. It also detached the 
Huygens lander that successfully descend-
ed on Titan, Saturn’s largest moon.   
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15 years ago – 2002 

October 7: Space Shuttle Atlantis (STS-
112) is launched from 
Kennedy Space Center. 
This was International 
Space Station (ISS) 
flight 9A, delivering ma-
terial to the construction. 
Mission duration: 10 
days, 19 hours. 

 

October 30: Soyuz 
TMA-1 spacecraft 
launched atop a Soyuz-
U rocket from Baikonur 
Cosmodrome. ISS taxi 
mission. 

 

10 years ago – 2007 

October 10: Soyuz 
TMA-11 spacecraft 
launched atop a So-
yuz-FG rocket from 
Baikonur Cosmo-
drome. ISS taxi mis-
sion.  

October 23: Space Shuttle Discovery (STS
-120) is launched from 
Kennedy Space Center. 
ISS flight 10A performing 
module connections and 
other construction. Mis-
sion duration: 15 days, 2 
hours.  

 

October 24: Chang’e 1 lunar orbiter 
launched by a 
Long March 3A 
vehicle from 
Xichang Launch 
Center. The first 
in a series of 
Chinese mis-
sions to the 
moon.  

 

 

5 years ago - 
2012  

October 7: First 
operational use of the Dragon spacecraft 
launched atop a Falcon 9 launch vehicle 

from Kennedy Space Center. Is successful-
ly docked with the ISS and delivered sup-
plies.  

 

October 23: Soyuz TMA-06M launched 
aboard a Soyuz-FD rocket from Baikonur 
Cosmodrome. ISS taxi mission.  

New NAR Competition Rules Part 3 
Buzz Nau 

Competition Corner 

So, how do all of these new rules change 
NARAM? There are three main competition 
tracks at NARAM, National Champion, NA-
RAM (meet) Champion, and Event Special-
ist. Let’s start with Event Specialist. As I 
mentioned in part 1, the contest year is 
based around 6 NRC events. As you fly 
these events at NRC launches throughout 
the contest year you are not only trying to 
put in the best performance that day, but 
also to increase your national standing in 
those events. Your best result throughout 
the year is ranked nationally. At the end of 
the contest year, if your performance in any 
NRC event puts you in the top 10 (or 10%) 
then you are automatically eligible to com-
pete at NARAM for the Event Specialist 
award.  

 

Now let’s look at NARAM (meet) Champi-
on. Anyone, no matter how much (or little) 
they competed over the contest year, can 
attend NARAM and compete for NARAM 
Champion. You can also compete for ESA 
in any events you qualified in the top 10 (or 

10%) in. 

 

Competing for National Champion is more 
difficult to qualify for and it is purposely 
designed to be. It’s also a little difficult to 
explain. First, you have to have made a 
qualified flight in all six NRC events. That’s 
the easy part. Next, your ranking in those 
six events will give you a combined score. 
Your place is your point score for that 
event, so if you are first you have a ranking 
of one and that is worth one point. If you 
are 23rd then your placement points for that 
event is 23. As you can see, lower is better.  

 

Your ranking for National Champion is 
the sum of your placement scores in all 
six NRC events.  

 

For example, say you placed first in all 
events. Your score would be 6 and that is 
the absolute, best score possible.  If you 
place 4, 5, 19, 16, 9, and 33 in the six 
events then your combined score is 86. If 

your combined score is in the top 10 (or 
10%) then you qualify to compete for Na-
tional Champion. I know this is a little 
strange to wrap your head around and it 
will be interesting to see how it pans out 
this first year.  

 

When you get to NARAM and you qualify 
for National Champion, you must declare if 
you are going to compete for that or for 
NARAM (meet) Champion. These are two 
separate champion tracks which I like. Na-
tional Champion will have fewer, but the 
highest ranked competitors. Meet Champi-
on “may” have lower ranked entries, but 
there will be more competing against you.  
Whether you are competing for National or 
NARAM Champ, you can also pursue 
Event Specialist Awards for events you 
qualified in the top 10 for. 

 

That’s the new competition code in a nut-
shell. Rules for specific events have not 
changed except the couple I mentioned 
earlier (Payload and Altitude events) 
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September Sport & NRC Launch Photo Page 

Randy Gilbert Photo 

Buzz Nau’s Shuttle America 

X-37B—Randy Gilbert Photo 
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More September Sport & NRC Launch Photo Page 

Tony Haga—”Where’s my verboten stamp?” Dale Hodgson’s Aspire 



OU R M E M B E R S I N  T H E  F I E L D…  
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Even More September Sport & NRC Launch Photos 

Eldred with his Bruiser EXP The 220 Swift Gang—Randy Gilbert Photo Herb Crites—Rosemary Barbera Photo 

Estes MIRV at staging Estes MIRV sustainers in flight 
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